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Abstract

Spam is characterized as unnecessary and garbage E-mails. Due to the increasing number of unsolicited
E-mails, it is becoming more and more crucial for mail users to utilize a trustworthy spam E-mail filter. The
shortcomings of spam classifier are defined by their increasing inability to manage large amounts of relevant
messages and to effectively detect and effectively detect spam messages. Numerous characteristics in spam
classifications are problematic. Given that selecting features is one of the most often used and successful
techniques for feature reduction, it is a crucial duty in the identification of keyword content. As a result,
features that are unnecessary and pointless yet potentially harm efficiency would be removed. In this study,
we present SGNN-CNN (Semantic Graph Neural Network With CNN) as a solution to tackle the difficult
task of mail identification. By projections E-mails onto a graph and by using the SGNN-CNN model for
classifications, this technique transforms the E-mail classification issue into a graph classification challenge.
There is no need to integrate the word into a representation since the E-mail characteristics are produced
from the semantic network. On several open databases, the technique’s effectiveness is evaluated. Some
few public databases were used in experiments to demonstrate the high accuracy of the proposed approach
for classifying E-mails. In term of spam classification, the performance is superior to state-of-the-art deep
learning-based methods.

Keywords: Spam E-mail classification, Convolutional Neural Network, Semantic Graph, Graph Neural
Network

1 Introduction
Unwanted spam messages have grown to be a major issue on the Internet in recent times. Spam messages not just

to eat up a lot of available bandwidth, but they also take up users’ processing time. Spyware programmed that collect
sensitive information and send it to marketers as well as other third - party may be included in certain spam messages.
Therefore, there is a critical need for the creation of more effective filters that can recognize these messages autonomously.
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The term "feature" refers to a set of characteristics that measure certain elements of an E-mail user’s activity or
behavior [25], [26], [27], [28]. To create precise and effective classifiers, it is crucial to extract and choose essential
characteristics for E-mail classification. The "bag of words" model, in which each location in the input feature vector
corresponds to a specific word or phrase, was employed by researchers to classify E-mails. For instance, the use of the
term "free" may be a helpful characteristic in identifying spam E-mail. As a result, well-chosen features may significantly
increase classification accuracy while also lowering the volume of data needed to achieve the necessary performance. The
following features are the most popular ones:

1. E-mail Header Features: From the header of an E-mail, E-mail header features are retrieved and chosen. The
from, to, bcc, and cc fields are found in a header. For instance, the subject line of E-mails with phrases like
"banking," "debt," "Fwd.: Re:" and "confirm" are often used to identify phishing E-mails. Other instances include
the subject’s length in character, words, and from field words, as well as the sender’s E-mail addresses non-model
subdomain.

2. E - mail Content Features: The E-mail body segment, which includes the E-mail’s primary content, is where
E-mail body features are chosen from. Examples of E-mail body characteristics used to identify phishing E-mails
include HTML content, HTML forms, the word "dear," the number of letters and utterances, word structure (such
as "lending," "select," "record," "recognize," and "information," etc.), the word "suspended," and the term "verify
your account."

Various tactics for classifying E-mail spam have been suggested by certain academics. Decision Tree, Support Vector
Machine, and Naïve Bayes [1], [2], [3] approaches are a few of these approaches. The mails used in these conventional
approaches frequently need to have characteristics manually extracted as embedding vectors before being fed into in the
classification model. Additionally, the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [4] was used in recent studies to classify
spam E-mails ([5-8]).

There is no requirement to individually feature extracted from the E-mails since extracted features and classifications
in CNN models is done automatically throughout the entire model. The embedded vectors are used as inputs both by the
conventional and CNN algorithms. The major contributions of the paper is follows:

1. The E-mail classifying issue is transformed into a graph classification problem by the technique we provide in this
study. In contrast to other approaches, our technique skips the step of incorporating the E-mail content into the
numeric column vector.

2. Instead, the approach converts the word into a graph and classifies the spam E-mail using Graph Neural Network
(GNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). When compared to some few public datasets, the suggested
architecture had a greater accuracy for E-mail classification tests.

The structure of this essay is as follows. Problem statement is described in Section 2. The related work involving
rule-based technique and deep learning-based approach is described in Section 3. Section 4 goes through our suggested
method for using the GNN to categorise spam E-mails. Section 5 goes into further detail about the studies, which include
preprocessing, building and using a graph neural net, testing that on samples, and evaluating its effectiveness. Section 6
serves as the paper’s conclusion.

2 Problem Statement
For the spam E-mail classification, we take that e ∈E a predetermined set of subclasses and a high-dimensional E-

mailing spaces (E) model of an E-mails C ={c1, c2, . . ., ci}. There are just two different classes in this assignment: ham
and garbage. A training set T of labelled E-mails is provided to us <e, c >, where <e, c > ∈ E × C, For example:

<e, c > = < Congratulations, claim your f ree $100 gi f t card, spam > (1)

We want to create a classifier model that translates messages to labels using machine learning supervised learning.

œ: E→ C(2) (2)

The supervised approach to machine learning is indicated L by and write L (T) = σ. the approach of supervised
machine learning L provides the figured out classifier model after taking the trained set T as inputs.

3 Relate Work
This section provides a thorough introduction to related research on E-mail classifications. Rule-base technique and

deep learning-based approach are our two ways for summarizing the relevant work.
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3.1 Rule-based Method
Many academics have explored rule-based mail recognition methods that are based on SVM and Naive Bayes tech-

nologies in order to efficiently address the danger presented by spam E-mails. For E-mail classification, Rathod et al.
suggested the Naive Bayes method. The suggested solution employs characters using ham and malware to determine if a
letter is likely to be spam or not [9]. Open-source E-mail spam filters make extensive use of the Naive Bayes approach
[10]. It is not sensitive to superfluous characteristics. Because Nave Bayes often requires less quick evaluation and train-
ing to recognise and screen a phishing E-mail, this is the cause. Rusland et al. employ the WEKA [11] programme,
which is based on the Spambase and Spam datasets, to evaluate the Nave Bayes algorithm for classifying E-mail spam.
The results of the experiment demonstrated that the Nave Bayes’ effectiveness was influenced by the dataset’s example
count and E-mail type [12]. Over the years, Support Vector Machines have also established themselves as one of the best
Classification techniques. A Naive Bayes filtering approach that is based on Support Machine Vector was suggested by
Feng et al. The interdependence assumptions between the features taken from the initial training dataset is intended to be
disproved when the Naïve Bayesian approach is used. According to experiment results, this technique can identify spam
more accurately and with a quicker classification speed [13]. In order to filter spam, Vishagini et al. suggested using a
scaled Support Vector Machine using the weight variables discovered by the KFCM technique. The relevance of various
categories is reflected in the weight variable. The misinterpretation of E-mail is decreased by increasing the weight value.
The classification of E-mails may be decreased by increase in weight value. Studies reveal that there is still room for
improvement in the precision and accuracy of the spam detection system’s performance [14]. The methodologies of ACO
and SVM were combined and used to create the spam categorisation approach that Karhika et al. disclosed. The sug-
gested approach uses a hybrid approach. The selection of the characteristics is crucial to the models. terms of precision,
accuracy, and recall, the investigation demonstrates that the proposed method was preferable to a number of the most
cutting-edge classification approaches [15]. The approach of Support Vector Machines has the benefit of great precision.
This approach often takes longer than other approaches.

3.2 Deep Learning-based Method
The machine learning applications of object detection, object tracking, and picture classifications have subsequently

shown CNN to be quite successful. To address the spam detection issue, several researchers have used CNN. Bagui et al.
suggested a technique that uses deep learning technology to identify the intrinsic characteristics of E-mail in classifying
E-mails either spoofing or non-phishing. Researchers categorize E-mails utilizing a deep-learning algorithm and do deep
semantic evaluation using one-hot encoding with and without words. Additionally, they evaluated the precision of several
deep and machine learning techniques both with and without phrases[16]. Seth et al. employ a CNN to analyse the
complete content (i.e., text and photos), then run it via a separate classifier to determine if the mail is spam or ham. They
suggested two hybrid multi-modal designs. In order to distinguish between spam and legitimate E-mail, the architectures
gathering the input from those two separate models integrated the output data. Studies reveal that the proposed technique
performs the classification job with higher accuracy than the standalone image and textual classifications [17]. Alghoul et
al. provide an artificial neural networks model for mail identification. To use a feedforward backpropagation technique,
the model has been trained. Then, provided the data for this model. This study demonstrates how artificial neural
networks may be used to classify E-mails [6]. Another spam identification model dubbed THEMIS was introduced by
Soni et al. They employed an imbalanced data set with a decent mix of legitimate and phishing E-mails to evaluate
THEMIS’ suitability. The THEMIS model produced good results in the trials [7]. A scalable and robust content-based
malware detection network dubbed DeepSpamNet was presented by Srinivasan et al. as a framework for network threat
positional awareness. Because there are no stages involved in feature extraction, deep learning allows for quick change
of the different nature of spammer. Research demonstrates that deep learning models perform better than traditional
machine-learning classifiers [8]. The CNN’s self-learning capabilities and dependable fault - tolerant make it valuable.

4 System Model
In this study, we projected E-mails onto a network to transform the E-mail classification issue into a graph classifica-

tion task. There is no need to integrate the word into a numeric input vector since the E-mail characteristics are produced
from the semantic network. The proposed methodology transforms the classification issue for spam E-mails into a graph
classification problem. The proposed solution is divided into four main steps, including data prepressing, graph creation,
training and evaluation of graph neural networks, and graph classification, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The dataset has to be
manually cleaned using data preparation methods since it is noisy and imbalanced. Then, we construct a sizable graph
made up of word and E-mail document nodes. Each node has embedding vectors depending on the characteristics of its
neighbours. After creating the graphs, we input it to the GNN so it can learn high-dimensional characteristics. Lastly,
we use a neural network convolutional to the E-mail classification issue to create a graph classification based mostly on
E-mail message and words graphs.
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Figure 1: System Architecture SGNN-CNN
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4.1 Data Prepressing
Preparing the input is required to convert E-mails from humans to machines usable formats for the further analysis.

Stop - word, special characters, and all symbols are changed to lowercase letters as part of a sequence of procedures which
we carry out.

The E-mail collection was assigned to either the spam or ham class in accordance with the standards given by the
E-mail spam classification. Our three pieces of information are as follows: 70% of the information will be trained. 10%
of the data will be data set, and 20% will be the verification set.

4.2 Building Graph
We construct an e - mail text network including E-mail word nodes, subject nodes and
documents nodes, in classifying phishing messages. As stated as in graph:

G = (V , E) (3)

V = {word | text| topic} (4)

E =

{
ei j |eid | e jd, iisword,

jistext, disdomaintopic

}
(5)

where V stands for the node set(s). E indicates groups of edges. Word nodes, E-mail text nodes, and subject nodes
are the three different types of nodes. Utilize the Linear Discriminant analysis Allocation (LDA) model to deduce the
domain subject from the E-mail documents. The semantic similarity architecture of the corpus may be clustered using the
generating probabilistic model LDA. We use LDA to assist us in automatically finding subjects that are present in textual
information.

LDA generates a topic term joint distribution for each subject d. The mutual information of issue mixing, a set of N
words, a set of N topics, and the parameters, and, are given by:

ρ (θ, z, ω | α, β) =ρ (θ | α)
N∏

n=1

ρ (zn | θ) ρ (ωn | zn, β) (6)

The word-word vertices, word-text line segments, topic-word edges, and topic-text corners make up the graph’s
corners. The LDA topic model learns the weights of the topic-word vertices as well as the topic-text vertices. We use the
Point - wise Mutual Knowledge to compute the term weights (PMI). The purpose of PMI is to measure the chance that
two terms will appear together. Strong meaning connection between words is indicated by a high PMI value, and weak
semantically connection is shown by a low PMI scoring system. The PMI calculation involves,

PMI (a, b) =log2
ρ(a,b)
ρ(a)ρ(b) (7)

ρ (a) =
W (a)
|W |

(8)

ρ (a, b) =
W (a, b)
|W |

(9)

In which a and b are two words in a couple. The quantity W(a,b) is the amount of sliding window frames that have
the letters a and b in them. W(a) is the quantity of slide window in the corpora that solely contain the letter a. We do not
include connections with low PMI values; rather, we exclusively maintain vertices with high PMI values. To determine
the weight of the connection here between word and the text, we use the BM25 method [19]. A series of papers are sorted
using the bag-of-words search feature (BM25) in accordance with the search keywords. The document d’s BM25 score,
given a query term, is:

relevantscore(w, doc)=

n∑
i=1

IDF (qi)×
T F (qi)× (k1+1)

T F (qi) + k1×
(
1−b+b× |doc|

ave_len

) (10)

Where IDF (qi) is qi ‘the document’s inverse document regularity. Divide the overall amount of documents by the
amount of words in the document that include the phrase to get the appears in a document frequency. It is a quantitative
statistic that indicates whether a phrase is frequent or uncommon in a certain corpus of documents. TF (qi) is qi ‘s term
frequency.

The number of instances a word occurs in a particular text is indicated by the frequency distribution. |doc| is the
length of the document doc. ave_len is the length of the article on averages. b and k1 are free parameters.
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4.3 SGNN-CNN Mechanism
Through projected the E-mail content onto the graph using the created graph model, we change the mail classifica-

tion issue into a graph node classification problem. Furthermore, it was shown that Graph Neural Networks performed
convincingly on such a challenge [20–21]. It is suggested to use Graph Neural Network to cooperatively aggregate data
from graph structure. GNNs maintain a state that, in contrast to conventional neural nets, may represent data from its
neighbourhood with any depth. h v, which is a state encoding, is what the GNN is designed to study.

hv= f
(
xv, xco[v], hne[v], xne[v]

)
(11)

Y = softmax
(
Hσ

(
Hσ

(
HXW (1)

)
W (2)

)
W (3)

)
(12)

where σ is the activation function Relu (xi) =max (0, x). Y represents the classification engine’s outcome. W (1), W (2),
and W (3) are learned using gradient descent on weight matrix. H= D̃−

1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2 denotes Laplacian Matrix, Ã=A+I.A is an

identity matrix, whereas is a mathematical expression. D̃ is the degree matrix of Ã.
Minimizing the cross-entropy loss between both the preceding label and ground truth labeling is the goal of training.

The following definition of the gradient descent:

loss= −
∑
l∈YL

F∑
f =1

Yl f lnZl f (13)

where F is the output feature’s dimension, YL is the true indicator Y the matrix of label indicators; and Z represents
the matrix for output.

5 Experiments
Under this section, we run a number of tests on 3 different datasets TREC Spam, Spambase, and Enron-Spam

Datasets—to assess the performance of our proposed SGNN-CNN.

1. Enron-Spam Data: The Fed Energy Regulator got the Enron-Spam set of data when looking into the demise of
Enron. There are over 500,000 mails produced by Enron workers in it [22].

2. The Spambase Dataset concentrates on classifying spam-like E-mails or not spam by keyword or word frequen-
cies. The data has 58 characteristics and 4601 instances. For predictions, it has the variables "Spam" and "Not
Spam." It is a multidimensional, actual dataset that is mostly employed for feature identification. George Forman
provided the database, which was created at Hewlett-Packard Labs [23].

3. TREC E-mail Data: Every E-mail in this set of data is classified as spam or not spam using a temporal indexing.
There are 92,189 E-mail messages in the database. 39,399 messages are classified as ham, whereas 52,790 are
classified as spam [24].

Every experiment requires dynamically dividing the input graph’s nodes into train, verification, and testing set, each of
which has the same total number of nodes. The comparison between our method and the most sophisticated deep learning-
based E-mail classification model is shown in Table 1. It is evident that our model routinely surpasses the most recent
model by a margin of much more than three percentage points. The major factor for SGNN-CNN’s success is its ability
to record both word-to-word and word-to-topic relationships. Another benefit of our approach is how straightforward
and reliable our text-to-graph projection is in practice. Even more so, users are not required to carry out laborious data
preparation. The empirical SGNN-CNN findings demonstrate that the word-topic data may enhance the classifying impact
of E-mail.

The amount of positive class classification instances (TP), clear negative class instances (TN), fake correctly classified
cases (FP), and false negative class cases may be used to calculate the accuracy of the classifier (FN). In the instance of
binary classification issues, these numbers constitute a confusion matrix, as seen in Fig. 3. TP is the percentage of
instances that are accurately identified as belonging to the "SPAM" class but are actually projected to be "NOT SPAM."
TN is the percentage of accurately identified occurrences that fall into the "NOT SPAM" class and are anticipated to
be "NOT SPAM." FP is the percentage of occurrences that are erroneously assigned to the "SPAM" class but are really
anticipated to be "NOT SPAM." The percentage of occurrences that should have been classed as "NOT SPAM" but were
instead misclassified as "SPAM" is known as the "FN" rate.

On several test dataset, the classification performance of our model at various feature levels is shown. The high-
performing for the Enron-Spam, Spambase, and TREC Spam Datasets are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6 respectively. We
describe the outcomes of three dataset’s worth of mail classification tasks using feature dimensions ranging from 32 to
1024. On all three databases, evaluate the accuracy rises as feature size does. The findings demonstrate that SGNN-
CNN is stable if the feature size exceeds 256. Additionally, it was shown that various dataset with varied amounts of
characteristics had various classifications outcomes.
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Figure 2: Semantic GNN with CNN Architecture
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Figure 3: Confusion Matrix for Proposed Work

Figure 4: Evaluation of Accuracy for TREC Spam Dataset
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Figure 5: Evaluation of Accuracy for Spambase Dataset

Figure 6: Evaluation of Accuracy for Enron-Spam Dataset
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this study, we provide an SGNN-CNN approach for E-mails classification. The mail identification issue is trans-

formed into a graph classification task, and the GNN framework is then used to categories the mail. The GNN algorithm
extracts the E-mail’s properties in an attractive manner. Researchers have used many open datasets to evaluate our method-
ology. The testing findings shown that, throughout term of spam identification, our effectiveness is superior to that of the
most advanced deep learning-based system. To further increase the precision of the proposed approach, we may use a
variety of preprocessing techniques including word clarification as well as other approaches in future study. Purely text-
based mail keep spamming may currently be detected using presented approach. In the future, we want to expand our
strategy and adapt it to spam detection using hybrid deep learning techniques.
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